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Miniature Motion Solutions

Motor Technology Thrives in Aerospace/Defense Applications.
Matthew Jaster, Senior Editor

Let’s talk big picture for a
moment. The motors pictured to
the right are no different than many
components that frequent the pages
of this magazine. They’re all shiny,
mechanical magicians tasked with
making things move. Perhaps they’re
used in control valves, radar antennas or gas pumps. We typically think
of applications like industrial fans,
power tools or household appliances
for small and miniature motors, but
there’s much more going on inside
these tiny, highly-engineered devices.
They operate the wheels of rovers
Maxon offers a variety of miniature motors for aerospace and defense applications.
for missions to the Moon as well as
Mars. They’re also found in autopilot
system actuators, control valves for rocket engines and gyclude cameras, drills and wheels for space exploration vehiroscopes. An underlying theme within these applications is
cles (rovers, reaction wheels and deployment actuators and
selecting a component that can handle the challenges that
control valves for rocket engines. They are also used in concome from high-temp, hazardous and highly-critical envitrol surface actuators and generators for unmanned aerial
ronments. They need to be properly-equipped to function
vehicles (UAVs).
under the most extreme circumstances (occasionally 33.9
Portescap’s motors have been used in a wide variety of
million miles away from the closest engineer).
commercial aerospace applications, including seat actuaWhen companies like Boeing, General Dynamics, Locktion, window shades, surveillance camera systems, valves,
heed Martin or Northrup Grumman need to develop costonboard instrumentation, electric actuators, fuel metering
effective, aircraft and aerospace components for commercial
systems, gyroscopes, in-cabin televisions, indicators, and
and military applications they study weight, power and fuel
satellites.
consumption. These are the critical areas where the difference
Allied Motion’s frameless torque motors have been utilized
in airborne and ground-mobile gimbal systems for satelin a few pounds can make or break an entire project.
lite communications, stabilized platforms, remote weapons
Power Transmission Engineering caught up with three mosystems, missile control actuation systems and aerospace
tor manufacturers (Portescap, Maxon and Allied Motion)
pumps.
to discuss miniature motors for aerospace and military apIn fixed and rotary wing aircrafts they’re used in electronplications. Each company is putting an emphasis on perforics
cooling, autopilot servos, stall warning devices, trim and
mance, expanding customizable options and attempting to
control
surface actuators, fuel lift and transfer pumps. In
keep up with evolving machine technologies.
defense applications — safe and arm actuators, control surface actuators, track vehicle fuel lift and transfer pumps, fire
Evolving Markets and Technologies
control as well as target acquisition (azimuth and elevation
Aerospace and defense applications do not lack opportunidrives) applications.
ties. Each year, new airplane, spacecraft and satellite techThese keep changing as aircraft technology advances
nology need motors to run a variety of components.
and
engineers seek out new energy efficient solutions. And
Civil and defense aviation utilizes Maxon Motors for air
an
added
bonus to working in this industry is that they freand liquid control valves, gas pumps, seats, window shades,
quently
can
be applied to other critical applications (autoentertainment displays, fly-by-wire actuators, autopilot sysmotive,
wind,
mining, etc.).
tem actuators and radar antennas. Space applications in-
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The Importance of Engineering Expertise
“There is a clear market responsibility and strategy for the
aerospace industry. This will ensure we can supply our aerospace and defense customers with the most innovative and
reliable technology in motion control,” said Roger Villiger,
head business development aerospace at Maxon Motor AG.
Villiger said that Maxon’s entire portfolio of motion control solutions may be applied to aerospace applications. As
regulations and contractual demands of customers continuously rise, Maxon concentrates on selling solutions made of
new drive components with increased robustness.
Portescap’s technology and design expertise has helped

You'll find small yet very capable motors inside an unmanned aerial vehicle (UAV).

provide solutions for a variety of commercial aerospace applications. The company offers a selection of compact and
efficient brush DC motors that enable smooth and quiet operation while reducing weight and size, according to David
Beckstoffer, product manager at Portescap.
Philip Lucia, business development manager at Allied Motion Technologies cites both slotted and slotless miniature
brushless motors as pivotal for the company’s success in
aerospace.
Torque, power density and product quality are so vital in
these applications where failure is not an option. Lucia said
that the wide range of size options and tailor-made product
features allow Allied Motion to power a variety of challenging and cutting-edge technologies.
Allied Motion Dayton has the brush and brushless family
of DC motors ranging in size from .750 inch to 2.25 inches
diameter that are all suitable for use in harsh environments,
according to John Burke, sales manager at Allied Motion
Dayton.
“Brush motors incorporate alnico magnets which provide
consistent performance over a wide temperature range. In
addition, high reliability brushless DC motors utilize various
magnet materials. Planetary gearboxes are available for use
with each motor frame size and deliver high torque output.
All motors are manufactured in an AS9100 environment,”
Burke said.

DieQua offers more gearboxes
Are You Selecting The
Right Technology?

Power Transmission Solutions

Whether your application is for precise motion control
or for general power transmission, there are several
gear technologies that can do the job. But which one
does it best?
Only DieQua offers the widest range of gearmotors,
speed reducers and servo gearheads along with the
experience and expertise to help you select the
optimal solution to satisfy your needs.

Worm Reducers

Helical Gearmotors

Spiral Bevel Gearboxes

Motion Control Solutions

If you are using gearboxes,
you should be talking to DieQua!

www.diequa.com

630-980-1133
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An Emphasis on Size, Speed, Weight and Power

Custom Requirements

Weight, size, acceleration and power are the driving forces
behind aerospace applications. Here, motor companies
need to address complex specifications in order to keep up
with industry demands. The smaller, lighter and more powerful components will always have an advantage over their
counterparts.

Beckstoffer states that customization is essential to providing
the optimum motor performance, taking into consideration
the various application requirements to create the ideal motion solution.
“Every application will be slightly different in its needs, so
the ability to adapt standard products to the electrical and
mechanical envelope of the design creates an ideal situation
for the designer,” he said.
Customization is often crucial to the motor design due to
the pressing need to select the optimal product for missioncritical functions and to ensure that strict application-specific requirements are met and quality standards maintained,
according to Lucia.
“While off-the-shelf and catalog components can be helpful for refining system requirements and performance parameters early in a development cycle, customized components typically become the most effective means of ensuring
later iterations of your project result in a fully functional and
hardened final system design,” Lucia said.
He also believes that application-specific custom validation test procedures, when identified early and designed
thoughtfully with creative consideration for real-world scenarios, can prevent issues down the road.
It’s true what they say about aerospace technology: If
you’re not testing, verifying and validating every step of the
way, you’re probably in the wrong line of work.

Each motor application has unique challenges but aerospace motors are
notably sensitive to motor size and weight (photo courtesy Allied Motion).

Beckstoffer said that aerospace applications require miniature motors with high power density, allowing smaller
motors to be used in the application providing an overall reduction in weight. Fuel consumption is also critical to the
overall cost of operation, so high power and lightweight motion solutions provide additional cost savings to the OEM.
Coreless and slotless motor designs enable high acceleration
capability of the motor, allowing guidance systems the ability
to track and respond to changing conditions in an instant.
Lucia believes each application has its own unique challenges, but airborne applications in particular are notably
sensitive to motor size and weight. Maximum power density
per unit mass is a crucial figure of merit in motor selection
for these applications, and oversizing a motor can result in
spiraling inefficiencies on other axes in the system. Lucia
also said it was critically important to have an experienced
applications engineer assist with motor sizing.
Burke added that weight has become critical in missile
technology and smaller diameter configurations in multiple
platform usage. Trends will be to higher power densities and
more efficient motors as well as components that will provide higher output than the motors/components that preceded them.
Villiger at Maxon stated that modern passenger planes
need to be very fuel efficient to provide a lot of room and convenience. Consequentially, such planes contain hundreds of
DC drives. Maxon is able to provide these lightweight, compact and high powered drives throughout the aircraft.

Future Aerospace Demands
These motor manufacturers are well-positioned to handle
the current demands of the aerospace and defense industries. Villiger at Maxon noted that the project pipeline is full
and the organization is keeping close tabs on areas such as
automation, IIoT and support and service for future considerations.
Allied’s precision brushless motor technology is currently
pushing the boundaries of what’s possible in motor efficiency
and the company will continue to invest in cutting-edge R&D.
“This market will continue to seek incremental improvements in motor performance, and advances in complementary technologies like drives and feedback devices will drive

Portescap motors are utilized all over an aircraft including seat
actuation, in-cabin televisions and window shades.
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motor design adjustments to help enable those improvements. Customization will remain crucial to meeting application-specific requirements,” Lucia said.
Developing and maintaining technical capabilities, higher
power density designs and using alternative magnetic and
special material solutions will be required to compete in the
future, according to Burke. There will be an increased emphasis on autonomous designs and technology with fewer
OEMs due to consolidation in the industry. The focus will be
on increasing product reliability requirements, power density, and torque output for motors, gearmotors and devices
used in new applications.
“In addition, aerospace and defense OEMs will face increasing government and industry regulations they will need
to incorporate and flow down to select suppliers. Missiles
and guided weapons will require increased accuracy to limit
collateral damage,” Burke said.
For Beckhoffer at Portescap, the future will be all about
exceeding expectations. There will be a significant push for
motor efficiency to provide lower operating costs. A cost-savings in one critical area can lead to additional cost-savings
down the road.
“Aerospace applications will continue to reduce their
overall footprint, going to faster machines with higher capabilitie,” Beckhoffer said. “New features will be added into
existing platforms as technology moves forward, requiring a
motion solution that can keep pace with each and every new
advancement.”

For more information:
Allied Motion
Phone: (716) 242-7535
www.alliedmotion.com
Allied Motion at Dayton
Phone: (937) 228-3171
www.alliedmotion.com
Maxon Motors
Phone: (508) 677-0520
www.maxonmotorusa.com
Portescap
Phone: (610) 235-5499
www.portescap.com
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Aerospace Megatrends

A Strong Yet Subdued
Aerospace Market
According to Deloitte, the global aerospace and
defense industry is likely to experience stronger
growth than previous years. The company believes
industry growth in 2017 will be about 2 percent
higher than 2016. They also believe the industry
will continue to see positive growth in the next few
years, but it will be very slow growth. Here is some
data to back these findings:
Stable global gross domestic product (GDP)
growth, relatively lower commodity prices including crude oil, and strong passenger travel demand,
especially in the Middle East and Asia Pacific regions, will likely drive the commercial aerospace
sub-sector growth.
Despite an expected increase of 96 additional
large commercial aircraft being produced in 2017,
continued pricing pressure and product mix changes by airline operators will likely result in only a
marginal increase of 0.3 percent in commercial
aerospace sub-sector revenues.
Defense sub-sector revenues are likely to grow at
a much faster 3.2 percent in 2017 as defense spending in the United States has returned to growth after
multi-year declines in defense budgets, and future
growth may be driven by the current administration’s increased focus on strengthening the U.S.
military.
Rising global tensions have led to increasing
demand for defense and military products in the
Middle East, Eastern Europe, North Korea, and the
East and South China Seas. This is, in turn, resulting
in increased defense spending globally, especially
in the United Arab Emirates (UAE), Saudi Arabia,
South Korea, Japan, India, China and Russia.
(www2.deloitte.com)
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In a speech in Washington D.C. earlier this year,
Dave Melcher, president and CEO of the Aerospace Industries Association (AIA), called attention to four megatrends that would influence the
aerospace and defense industry moving forward:
The four megatrends include: the state of deficit politics, U.S. leadership in the global economy,
smart regulations and the digital economy.
“The sorry state of deficit politics is the first megatrend that requires much greater attention,” said
Melcher. “We deeply regret the prolonged budget
uncertainty, and unthinking austerity of recent
years—especially when it comes to funding real
and emerging security needs, and the technological investment that will pay untold dividends in
the civil aviation and space arenas.”

“Second, we’re disturbed by the increasing
threats to policies that expand our industry’s trade
competitiveness that have led to self-inflicted
wounds to U.S. leadership in the global economy.
We intend to continue assertively making the case
for positive engagement in global trade.”
“Third, we see a need for smart regulation to reduce the burden imposed by government rules,
regulations and executive orders on industry.”
“And fourth, the rapid transition to a digital global economy that we’re witnessing
presents significant opportunities and challenges as more attention is paid to big data analytics and addressing cyber risks,” he said.
(www.aia-aerospace.org)
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